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Background. Observing incongruent actions interferes with ongoing action execution. This ‘interference effect’ is larger for observed biological actions than for non-biological actions. The current study used virtual reality to investigate the biological specificity of interference effects of action observation in autism spectrum conditions (ASC).

Method. High-functioning adults with ASC and age- and IQ-matched healthy controls performed horizontal sinusoidal arm movements whilst observing arm movements conducted by a virtual reality agent with either human or robot form, which moved with either biological motion or at a constant velocity. In another condition, participants made the same arm movements while observing a real human. Observed arm movements were either congruent or incongruent with executed arm movements. An interference effect was calculated as the average variance in the incongruent action dimension during observation of incongruent compared with congruent movements.

Results. Control participants exhibited an interference effect when observing real human and virtual human agent incongruent movements but not when observing virtual robot agent movements. Individuals with ASC differed from controls in that they showed no interference effects for real human, virtual human or virtual robot movements.

Conclusions. The current study demonstrates atypical interference effects in ASC.
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Introduction

Observing an incongruent action made by another human interferes with ongoing action execution (Kilner et al. 2003, 2007; Chaminade et al. 2005; Oztop et al. 2005; Bouquet et al. 2007; Stanley et al. 2007; Gowen et al. 2008). For instance, when required to execute an action (e.g. horizontal sinusoidal arm movements) whilst simultaneously observing an incongruent action (e.g. vertical sinusoidal arm movements), individuals’ movements are more variable in the direction of the observed action than when observing a congruent action (Kilner et al. 2003, 2007; Gowen et al. 2008). This ‘interference effect’ is greater for observed real human compared with robot actions (Kilner et al. 2003). Furthermore, human sinusoidal arm movements proceed with a characteristic velocity called the minimum-jerk (MJ) velocity profile (Flash & Hogan, 1985).

The interference effect is greater for observed typical MJ biological motion (BM) actions than for actions with non-biological constant velocity (CV) motion (Kilner et al. 2007; although see Oberman et al. 2007 for a counter-example). Thus the mechanism that underpins the interference effect appears to be tuned to BM.

A number of theoretical accounts have suggested that action observation mechanisms may function atypically in autism spectrum conditions (ASC), a developmental disorder characterized by impairments in social interaction, language and communication (APA, 2000). Correspondingly a number of studies have questioned the integrity of BM perception in ASC (Hubert et al. 2007; Atkinson, 2009; Murphy et al. 2009; Saygin et al. 2010). Studies employing point-light display (PLD) stimuli, which depict the whole-body motion of the joints of a person, have reported mixed results. Some studies have shown impairments in ASC in judging whether a PLD moves like a person (Blake et al. 2003; Kaiser et al. 2010a,b) and in describing the emotion depicted in the stimulus (Hubert et al. 2007; Parron et al. 2008). However, other studies have shown typical direction discrimination (Murphy et al. 2009;
and identification of action from PLD stimuli in ASC (Hubert et al. 2007; Parron et al. 2008). A recent study found both preserved and impaired BM processing abilities in a large sample of adolescents with ASC, with deficits in PLD-based BM processing being associated with low intelligence quotient (IQ) (Jones et al. 2011).

PLD paradigms typically employ control conditions in which the arrangement of the individual point lights is scrambled, thus impairing global and preserving local motion cues. These studies do not directly investigate perception of the MJ velocity profile (which, as noted above, seems to drive the interference effect). Only one study to date has investigated the perception of MJ BM in ASC (Cook et al. 2009). In this study, participants observed animations of human hands that made sinusoidal movements with either BM, CV or linear combinations of these two extremes. Participants were required to pick the less natural animation from two exemplars. Relative to control participants, adults with ASC required a greater difference between the two animations in order to distinguish the less natural. This suggests that individuals with ASC exhibit a reduced sensitivity to the difference between BM and non-BM.

Despite the difficulties with MJ BM perception in ASC, studies have found evidence for typical interference effects. Gowen et al. (2008) required participants to execute sinusoidal arm movements whilst observing congruent and incongruent movements in three conditions: real human, dot animation that moved with BM or dot animation that moved at CV. The magnitude of the interference effect did not differ between control adults and adults with ASC in any of these conditions. Interference effects can also be measured in terms of reaction time (e.g. Brass et al. 2001) and a number of studies have found typical RT interference effects in ASC (Bird et al. 2007; Press et al. 2010; Spengler et al. 2010). However, as noted above, for typical controls the interference effect is greater for observed human compared with robot actions and, to date, studies of the interference effect in ASC have not employed robot stimuli.

Therapists and teachers are increasingly using robots (Costa et al. 2010) and virtual reality (for a review, see Wang & Reid, 2011) to teach social skills to children with ASC. Children with ASC are more likely to exhibit social behaviours such as watching, approaching and touching, when presented with a robot that has robotic rather than human appearance, and when presented with a human wearing a robot costume rather than typical human clothing (Robins et al. 2006). Thus robot form may facilitate social behaviour in ASC. In addition, reach-to-grasp actions are facilitated by prior observation of a robot but not a human model in ASC (Pierno et al. 2008), whereas control children show the opposite effect. Although this research has been restricted to children, it suggests that individuals with ASC may differ from controls in their reactions to human and robot forms. If this is the case, is it due to form or motion cues or an interaction between form and motion? Existing studies that have measured reactions of individuals with ASC to robots have employed robots that execute humanlike movements (Pierno et al. 2008; although note that despite the fact that Robins et al. 2006 and Costa et al. 2008 state that their robot makes humanlike movements they do not specifically report whether it moves with a MJ velocity profile). Existing studies have not manipulated the kinematics of robot motion and thus have not separated the effect of form and motion on the reactions of individuals with ASC.

Studies of the influence of actor motion on the interference effect in ASC have been restricted to two-dimensional stimuli. In the current study participants executed horizontal sinusoidal arm movements while observing either congruent or incongruent movements conducted by a three-dimensional (3D) virtual reality agent with either human or robot form, the finger-tip of which moved with either BM or CV. Another condition featured the same set-up but with a real human actor. Thus the current study manipulated both actor form and motion to investigate (a) whether individuals with ASC show an atypical interference effect difference between human and robot stimuli and (b) whether this is the result of form or motion cues or an interaction between form and motion cues.

Method

Participants

A total of 15 control participants were recruited from the UCL (University College London) subject pool and 14 participants with ASC were recruited from the Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience autism database. The groups were matched for age [mean (s.d.) control: 37.60 (15.06) years, ASC: 41.07 (14.22) years; \( t_{27} = 0.64, p = 0.53 \), gender (male:female control: 13:2; ASC: 11:3) and full-scale IQ [mean (s.d.) control: 118.93 (8.92), ASC: 114.36 (13.33); \( t_{27} = 1.09, p = 0.28 \), as measured by the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1999).

All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and were screened for exclusion criteria (dyslexia, epilepsy, and any other neurological or psychiatric conditions) prior to taking part. All participants in the ASC group had a diagnosis of autism, Asperger’s syndrome or autism spectrum disorder (ASD) from an independent clinician. The Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al. 1989) was
administered by a researcher trained and experienced in the use of this semi-structured behavioural observation schedule. All participants met the cut-off for a diagnosis of autism spectrum for ADOS total (cut-off score=7) and for the communication (cut-off score=2) and reciprocal social interaction (cut-off score=4) sub-scales (Table 1). All participants gave informed consent to take part in the study, which was approved by the local ethics committee and performed in accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

**Design and stimuli**

To compare the influence of both form and motion on executed action in individuals with ASC and controls, we used a 2 (actor form: virtual human agent, virtual robot agent) ×2 (actor motion: BM, CV) ×2 (congruency between participant and actor movement: congruent, incongruent) design for the virtual reality conditions (see Fig. 1). In addition we also investigated the interference effect generated by real human actions in both controls and individuals with ASC.

**Actor form**

There were three different types of actor form: real human, virtual human agent and virtual robot agent. The ‘real human’ was a Caucasian male, aged 31 years. The virtual human agent (online Supplementary Fig. S1A) was represented as a Caucasian male aged around 30 years with similar appearance to the real human. The same skeleton was employed for the robot but all limb segments were replaced with grey cylinders (online Supplementary Fig. S1B). To remove any distracting influence of eye cues the virtual human agent had covered eyes, the virtual robot agent did not feature eyes and the real human had closed eyes. Actors were positioned in the virtual reality theatre such that they appeared to stand 2 m in front of the participant. For each trial only one actor was visible.

**Actor motion**

There were two types of actor motion: BM (for the real human and virtual agent conditions) and CV (for the virtual agent conditions only).

### Table 1. Participant details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender, n</th>
<th>ASC</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, years (S.D.)</td>
<td>40.5 (14.74)</td>
<td>40.0 (15.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean full-scale IQ (S.D.)</td>
<td>116.60 (15.08)</td>
<td>117.50 (9.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean performance IQ (S.D.)</td>
<td>110.30 (20.20)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean verbal IQ (S.D.)</td>
<td>116.00 (11.79)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ADOS total (S.D.)</td>
<td>10.30 (3.43)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ADOS communication (S.D.)</td>
<td>3.60 (1.07)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean ADOS reciprocal social interaction (S.D.)</td>
<td>6.70 (2.54)</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ASC, Autism spectrum conditions; S.D., standard deviation; IQ, intelligence quotient; N.A., not applicable; ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule.

* The ASC and control groups were matched in terms of gender, age and full-scale IQ.

ASC, Autism spectrum conditions; S.D., standard deviation; IQ, intelligence quotient; N.A., not applicable; ADOS, Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule.
BM. The velocity profile of both congruent and incongruent arm movements for the virtual reality human and robot stimuli was created by motion tracking the ‘real human’ actor while he performed sinusoidal vertical and horizontal right arm movements at a rate of 1 Hz. These arm movements were used to animate the right arm of the human and robot virtual agents.

CV. CV movements were created by re-sampling the motion-tracked human movement at irregular intervals determined by a linear model. This resulted in sinusoidal movements that preserved the average distance covered (horizontal movements=807.76 mm; vertical=977.45 mm), average duration (horizontal=0.84 s, vertical=0.86 s), average speed (horizontal=961.62 mm/s; vertical=1136.57 mm/s) and trajectory (online Supplementary Fig. S2) of the BM movements. The CV movements differed from the BM movements in that the finger tip of the virtual actor moved across space at a CV rather than following the bell-shaped velocity profile that is characteristic of MJ BM (online Supplementary Fig. S3: Abend et al. 1982; Flash & Hogan, 1985).

Display
The experiment took place in a cave-hybrid immersive virtual reality theatre (Cruz-Neira et al. 1992). This consists of three vertical walls and a floor, which make up a continuous projection surface, and onto which 3D computer graphic imagery is projected. The participant wears stereo shutter glasses to enable 3D viewing, as well as a small head-tracking device which allows the projected imagery to be perspective correct for the participant at all times.

Data recording
Data were recorded using a Vicon motion tracking system (http://www.vicon.com/). Markers that were reflective in infrared were placed in the following positions: finger, wrist, elbow and shoulder of the participant’s right arm. The position of each of these sensors was monitored by six infrared cameras at 100 Hz in x, y and z coordinates. There were approximately 100 data samples per movement cycle conducted by each participant.

Procedure
Participants stood in the virtual reality theatre and made horizontal sinusoidal movement cycles (where one cycle is a movement from right to left and back again) with their right arm. These arm movements were cued by a sequence of three high-pitched and three low-pitched tones. Participants were instructed to synchronize their movements so that they were at the far right when they heard the high-pitched tone and on the far left when they heard the low-pitched tone. This ensured that participants moved in phase with the actor. Whilst performing the horizontal arm movements, participants watched right arm movements of the virtual human agent, the virtual robot agent, the real human or a blank screen. Arm movements were anatomically matched so as to maintain similarity and comparability with previous investigations of the interference effect (Kilner et al. 2003, 2007; Chaminade et al. 2005; Oztop et al. 2005; Bouquet et al. 2007). For each trial the participant completed 16 movement cycles. The first six were accompanied by a tone and the remaining 10 were executed in silence. There were 10 experimental conditions and one baseline condition with five trials for each condition (see Fig. 1). For baseline trials participants were required to conduct horizontal sinusoidal arm movements in front of a blank screen. Data from the baseline trials are not reported in the current paper but have been analysed elsewhere (J. Cook, S-J. Blakemore and C. Press, unpublished observations). Trials were blocked according to the form of the actor. In each block participants saw both congruent and incongruent, BM and CV trials; thus there were four trials per block. Block order was pseudo-randomized such that no participant saw two or more identical blocks in a row; block order was counterbalanced between participants (for an example trial schedule, see Fig. 2). Participants conducted five real human trials at the start and five at the end of the experiment. Within the real human condition, congruent and incongruent trials were randomly interleaved. Prior to recording, the experimenter read standardized instructions and demonstrated the required arm movement. Participants were given one practice trial in which they performed the required movement whilst watching a blank screen.

Participants were given breaks after the first five real human trials, one-third and two-thirds of the way through the virtual agent trials and before the last five real human trials. The entire experiment took 1 h including set-up and breaks.

Data analysis
Data analysis was based on that employed by Kilner et al. (2003, 2007). Data from each participant’s finger marker were reconstructed, using Vicon software, in x, y and z dimensions. A total of 10 movement cycles from the middle of each trial were analysed, which (a) allowed for the participant’s arm movement to align with the visual stimulus and the tone pacemaker and (b) removed movements with artifacts associated
with the switch between trials. Data were segmented into movement half-cycles from right to left or left to right (for an example of single trial data, see online Supplementary Fig. S4).

Interference effect

For each segmented movement cycle the variance in the movement in the vertical plane (the error plane) was calculated. Outlying movement cycles in which the variance was greater than or less than 1.96 S.D. away from the group mean were excluded [the probability that these movements are truly representative of this participant’s movement variance is less than 5% (p<0.05); online Supplementary Table S1]. The mean variance was calculated across all trials for each condition. For each participant and in each condition, an ‘interference effect’ (an index of the extent to which the observed movement affects the executed movement) was calculated as variance in executed movement half-cycles produced whilst the participant observed a vertical (incongruent) arm movement minus the variance produced whilst the participant observed a horizontal (congruent) arm movement. Data from three participants (two ASC and one control) were excluded because of technical difficulties during data collection, which resulted in error (vertical) plane variance scores greater than 1.96 S.D. away from the mean (p<0.05). Data from a further four participants (two ASC and two control) were excluded from the final analysis on the basis that the recorded interference effect was greater than (one ASC and one control) or less than (one ASC and one control) 1.96 s.D. away from the group mean. Data from 10 participants with ASC and 12 control participants were included in the final analysis; these groups did not significantly differ in terms of age (t.<0.05, p=0.94) or full-scale IQ (t.<0.05, p=0.87; Table 1).

Data were analysed with a mixed-model 2×2×2×2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) with factors ‘group’ (ASC, control), ‘actor form’ (virtual human agent, virtual robot agent), ‘actor motion’ (BM, CV) and movement ‘congruency’ (congruent, incongruent); this ANOVA was performed on data from the virtual reality conditions only. Reactions to the real human and the robot were compared using a mixed-model 2×2×2 ANOVA with factors ‘group’ (ASC, control), ‘actor form’ (real human, virtual robot agent) and ‘congruency’ (congruent, incongruent); since the real human did not move with CV, only the BM trials from the robot condition were included in this analysis.

The number of movement cycles in each condition that each participant completed varied somewhat between participants. To investigate whether the number of movement cycles included in the final analysis varied as a function of any of the factors in our design we conducted these ANOVA models with number of included movement cycles (mean variance – 1.96× S.D. > variance < mean variance + 1.96× S.D.) as the dependent variable. There were no main effects of, or interactions between, any of the factors (all p>0.05). Hence, there was no systematic relationship between the number of included movement cycles and group membership or experimental condition.

Results

All results are p<0.05 Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons.

Interference effect generated by human and virtual robot agents

A mixed-model 2×2×2×2 ANOVA with factors ‘group’ (ASC, control), ‘actor form’ (virtual human agent, virtual robot agent), ‘actor motion’ (BM, CV) and movement ‘congruency’ (congruent, incongruent) showed a significant interaction between group×actor form×congruency (F<0.05, p=0.04, η<sup>2</sup>=0.20). This interaction was also significant if age and (full-scale) IQ were included as covariates (F<0.05, p=0.04, η<sup>2</sup>=0.20). Simple-effects analyses with age and IQ as covariates demonstrated that, whereas the control group produced significantly more error plane variance when observing incongruent
[adjusted mean (S.E.M.)=423.14 (98.42)] compared with congruent [342.21 (77.50); \(F_{1,18}=5.12, p=0.04\) movements conducted by the virtual human agent, individuals with ASC did not have an incongruent adjusted mean (S.E.M.)=335.03 (107.84), congruent=370.25 (84.90); \(F_{1,18}=0.80, p=0.38\). Neither group demonstrated a difference in error plane variance generated whilst observing incongruent and congruent movements performed by the virtual robot agent (all \(F_{1,18}<1, p>0.3\)). These results demonstrate that, for the control group, virtual human agent but not virtual robot agent movements produced a significant interference effect, whereas neither virtual human nor robot agent movements produced a significant interference effect for the ASC group (Fig. 3).

The 2×2×2×2 ANOVA also showed a significant actor motion × group interaction \(F_{1,20}=6.82, p=0.02, \eta^2_0=0.25\), which was also significant if age and IQ were included as covariates \(F_{1,18}=6.78, p=0.02, \eta^2_0=0.21\). Simple-effects analyses with age and IQ as covariates demonstrated that this interaction was driven by a trend towards a difference between the control group and ASC group in error plane variance regardless of congruency: numerically the control group produced more error plane variance when observing BM \[\text{adjusted mean (S.E.M.)}=408.47 (95.90)\] compared with CV motion \[377.15 (91.20)\]. This trend did not reach significance \(F_{1,18}=4.07, p=0.06\) but approached it. However, since this trend did not include the congruency factor it represents only a difference in the general variability of movements rather than a difference in the interference effect. For the ASC group, there was no significant difference \(F_{1,18}=2.85, p=0.11\) between error plane variance produced when observing BM \[339.56 (S.E.M. 105.07)\] compared with CV \[368.27 (S.E.M. 99.92)\] motion.

This analysis revealed no other main effects or interactions (all \(p>0.05\)). Note that the lack of a main effect of group demonstrates that, across conditions, both groups exhibited comparable levels of error plane variance whilst performing horizontal arm movements.

**Interference effect generated by real human observation**

A mixed-model 2×2×2 ANOVA with factors ‘group’ (ASC, control), ‘actor form’ (real human, robot) and ‘congruency’ (congruent, incongruent) revealed a significant interaction between group × actor form × congruency \(F_{1,20}=4.24, p=0.05\). This interaction was also significant when age and IQ were included as covariates \(F_{1,18}=4.86, p=0.04, \eta^2_0=0.21\). There were no other main effects or interactions. Simple-effects analyses with age and IQ as covariates revealed that the group × actor form × congruency interaction was driven by a non-significant trend towards a difference between incongruent \[\text{adjusted mean (S.E.M.)}=491.04 (128.51)\] and congruent \[416.25 (122.41)\] movement observation in the real human condition for the control group \[F_{1,18}=2.56, p=0.07\] (one-tailed), \(\eta^2_0=0.12\] but not for the ASC group [incongruent: 292.25 (140.80); congruent: 355.01 (134.11); \(F_{1,18}=1.48, p=0.24\). Neither group showed a significant difference between incongruent and congruent movement observation in the robot condition [control: incongruent: 411.73 (105.84); congruent: 456.90 (123.53); \(F_{1,18}=0.69, p=0.42\); ASC: incongruent: 339.13 (115.95); congruent: 329.62 (135.34); \(F_{1,18}=0.025, p=0.87\); online Supplementary Fig. S5].
Discussion

The current study used 3D virtual agents to enable the manipulation of actor form (human v. robot) and actor motion (BM v. CV) whilst keeping all other factors constant. Results showed that control participants exhibited significantly more error plane variance when observing incongruent rather than congruent movements but only if the observed actor was a virtual human agent, not a virtual robot agent. This was not the case for individuals with ASC: for this group error plane variance did not vary as a function of condition. In other words, whereas for controls observing the human agent interfered with their ongoing actions, this was not true for participants with ASC. This result comprises the first demonstration of an atypical interference effect in ASC.

Interference effect in healthy controls

In line with previous work (Kilner et al. 2003), we found that control participants exhibited a greater interference effect for human agent compared with robot agent movements. The lack of a difference in the interference effect between BM and CV conditions for the control group was unexpected. However, as Kilner et al. (2007) suggest, this effect may depend on previous experience and expectations of how a stimulus should move. Kilner et al. (2007) found no difference in the interference effect generated by BM and CV ball stimuli. The authors argue that, through exposure to computer animations, participants may be equally familiar with CV and BM ball movements. It might therefore be equally possible to simulate the movement of the BM and CV ball and both may create an interference effect. This explanation is of relevance to the current study, which employed computer-animated virtual agents. Our participants may have had previous correlated sensory and motor experience with (for example) computer game virtual agents moving with both BM and CV (e.g. moving a joystick to the right whilst simultaneously observing an on-screen avatar move to the right), which might result in a reduced difference between BM and CV conditions.

Interference effect in ASC

Whereas control adults exhibited a greater interference effect in response to the human form virtual agent compared with the robot form virtual agent, individuals with ASC did not exhibit this modulatory effect of human form. This result is in line with the finding of Pierno et al. (2008) that visuomotor priming was greater for control children relative to children with ASC following observation of human actions. Pierno et al. (2008) also demonstrated that visuomotor priming was greater for children with ASC compared with control children following observation of robot actions. Based on these data one might expect a greater robot-action-driven interference effect for individuals with ASC relative to control participants. However, we found no evidence of this. In the current study, the way the ASC group responded to human actions was similar to the way control participants responded to robotic actions. Differences in the predictability and repeatability of the movement stimuli could explain the discrepancy between the current findings and those of Pierno et al. (2008): although the reach-to-grasp actions performed by Pierno et al.’s robotic actor followed human motion, the duration, average velocity and time-to-grip-aperture was identical in every trial, making the robot movement more predictable than the human movements. Pierno et al. suggest that this predictability may promote superior performance in individuals with ASC (Robins et al. 2006). More specifically they propose that control participants are more likely to classify and ‘group together’ similar observed movements, perhaps relying on a common template rather than depending on the incoming sensory information. In contrast, individuals with ASC may rely more on their incoming sensory information; thus instead of grouping similar movements, individuals with ASC may have unique perceptual representations of each movement they encounter. In the task employed by Pierno et al., the human movements were statistically more variable than the robot movements. Whereas this variability may have had little effect on the controls if they were relying on a common template, it may have meant that, for individuals with ASC, the human condition was computationally more challenging than the robot condition. Another possible explanation is that individuals with ASC may prefer and thus pay more attention to the predictable robotic motion over the irregular human motion. Typical controls would be unlikely to exhibit this attentional bias towards robotic motion. In the current experiment robot and human movements were matched for duration and average velocity, thus circumventing any potential difference attributable to the variability of movements.

The interaction between group and actor form reported in the current study was driven by a greater interference effect for human compared with robot movements for the control group but not for the ASC group. It should be noted that there were no main effects of group in any of our analyses, suggesting that across the various conditions individuals with ASC and controls exhibited comparable levels of error plane variance. Coupled with the lack of a difference between the groups in the number
of trials that had to be discarded from the analysis (online Supplementary Table S1), this suggests that our participants with ASC understood the task instructions and performed the task in a similar way to control participants.

The lack of an interference effect for individuals with ASC contrasts with previous studies (Bird et al. 2007; Gowen et al. 2008; Press et al. 2010; Spengler et al. 2010). It is possible that the discrepancy between the current study and previous studies is a result of the different action preparation affordances of the paradigms employed. In previous interference effect paradigms (Bird et al. 2007; Gowen et al. 2008; Press et al. 2010) participants were instructed to make one of two pre-specified actions upon presentation of a cue. In this situation the action not currently executed might be prepared for its imminent execution, hence activating the motor representation of the incongruent action. In such cases, even a weak cortical motor response to action observation may be sufficient for motor activity to reach the motor execution threshold and be expressed as a typical interference effect. In contrast, in the current paradigm the participant was only ever instructed to execute one action type; therefore, action preparation for the incongruent action is unlikely.

It is tempting to interpret the current results as evidence supporting the broken mirror neuron system (MNS) hypothesis of ASC (Ramachandran & Oberman, 2006). The MNS comprises brain areas that are active when an individual observes an action and executes that same action (Iacoboni et al. 1999; Catmur et al. 2008; Cook, 2012) and is a possible neural substrate for the interference effect (Kilner et al. 2003; Blakemore & Frith, 2005; Press et al. 2011). In 1991, Rogers & Pennington (1991) suggested that, along with emotion sharing and theory of mind, a deficit in perception-action matching might be a primary difficulty in ASC. It was subsequently suggested that the MNS may function atypically in ASC and that early MNS dysfunction might lead to a cascade of developmental impairments (Williams et al. 2001). In support of this a number of studies have demonstrated weaker responses in MNS regions in individuals with ASC compared with controls during movement observation, execution and imitation (Oberman et al. 2005; Théoret et al. 2005; Dapretto et al. 2006; Williams et al. 2006; Bernier et al. 2007). However, more recent theories have suggested that, rather than the MNS being ‘broken’ in ASC it may be that control over MNS output (e.g. imitation and interference effects) is atypical (Hamilton, 2008; Spengler et al. 2010; Kana et al. 2011; Cook et al. 2012). In other words, these theories propose that the atypicalities lie, not in the MNS per se but rather in the inhibition, or facilitation, of mirror responses. Empirical support for this includes a recent study that demonstrated that the social modulation of imitation is atypical in ASC: control participants primed with positive social attitudes showed greater automatic imitation of simple finger movements relative to individuals primed with non-social attitudes. In contrast, there was no difference between pro-socially and non-socially primed individuals with ASC despite them demonstrating the basic imitation effect (Cook & Bird, 2011). Further support includes evidence of difficulties suppressing imitation in ASC (Lhermitte, 1986; Spengler et al. 2010), atypical activation of brain areas known to be involved in the control of imitative responses (Spengler et al. 2010; Wang et al. 2011) and disrupted connectivity between brain regions involved in the control and inhibition of movement and the MNS (Shih et al. 2010).

An alternative explanation for the current results could therefore be that the lack of interference effect in ASC is not a direct consequence of a ‘broken MNS’ but rather is a consequence of atypical control over imitation. More precisely, the human form present in the virtual human agent may act as a ‘pro-social prime’ for typical individuals but not for individuals with ASC. For typical controls this priming would result in a release of inhibition of imitative responses, thus resulting in an elevated interference effect relative to the robot condition. If pro-social priming is atypical in ASC, the release of inhibition under the virtual human condition would be absent and the interference effect would remain suppressed.

Conclusion

Observing arm movements generated by virtual agents with human but not robot form resulted in an interference effect for control participants. In contrast, individuals with ASC showed no interference effect when observing human or robot movements.

Supplementary material

For supplementary material accompanying this paper visit http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/S0033291713001335.
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